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Abstract: The focus of this work is to find a more efficient method of enhancing the thermal conductance of polymer thin films. This work compares polymer thin films embedded with randomly oriented carbon nanotubes to those with vertically aligned carbon nanofibers. Thin films embedded with carbon nanofibers demonstrated a similar thermal conductance between 40–60 \(\mu\)m and a higher thermal conductance between 25–40 \(\mu\)m than films embedded with carbon nanotubes with similar volume fractions even though carbon nanotubes have a higher thermal conductivity than carbon nanofibers.
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1. Introduction

Thermal management of microelectronic devices has been a significant challenge for thermal engineers for many decades. The exterior of a processing chip package can exhibit heat fluxes up to 200 W/cm\(^2\) [1]. Poor contact between the exterior of the package and the heat sink due to a micrometer scale surface roughness causes these high heat fluxes to result in very large temperature rises within
the package. Pastes with thermally conductive particles reduce the thermal contact resistance, but due
to their low thermal conductivity have not eliminated the thermal bottleneck. The focus of this work is
on creating polymer-based materials that exhibit the elastomeric properties desired to eliminate voids
while maintaining a high thermal conductivity. This study discusses a more efficient approach to ther-
mal conductance enhancement of polymer films.

Previous studies regarding thermal enhancement of a matrix with a carbon additive have shown
additives such as graphene[2–4] and randomly oriented multiwalled carbon nanotubes (CNTs)[5] in-
crease thermal conductivity. This work also focuses on utilizing aligned carbon nanofibers (CNFs) in
place of CNTs to achieve a minimal thermal resistance.

Polydimethylsiloxane (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Corporation) (PDMS) \(k = 0.27 \text{ W/mK}\) is used
in this study because of its wide spread use in a variety of technologies[6–9]. Previous studies have
shown PDMS to be a transparent, non-fluorescent, biocompatible, and nontoxic material that is useful
in numerous biomedical applications. Specific examples include a microfluidic interface to electrically
and thermally insulate desired components[9, 10], as a porous scaffolding for tissue growth [8], tissue
cooling[11, 12], and heat rejection[13]. These same interface properties also make PDMS an ideal
material for a thermal interface material (TIM) [14].

Many studies have been conducted to determine the thermal properties of thin film composites used
in microelectronic devices [15–27]. Methods include optical thermometry, microcalorimetry, heat
flow meter (ASTM E1530), and flash radiometry. A review published by Savija et al. [28] discusses
additional analytical and empirical models to estimate thermal resistances.

The most accurate and efficient method to determine a sample’s thermal conductivity utilizes a mod-
ified ASTM D5470 system. The modified stepped-bar apparatus was originally designed by Thompson
et al. [15]. Previous systems based on the standard ASTM D5470 without an oversized TRB have
resulted in precise measurements but still contain errors associated with bar misalignment[29]. Even
though studies have produced accurate results with the standard 1D reference bar system, measurement
accuracy and reproducibility increase dramatically by utilizing an oversized TRB system. Thompson
was able to reduce measurement uncertainty with a modified apparatus to nearly 1% in a similar set up
to the one employed in this work.

In this work we are performing measurements on flexible substrates under considerable strain (0.5–
0.6). A high strain environment is used to reduce contact resistance so as to simplify calculations
and to mimic the application environment. A detailed analysis of the effects of strain on PDMS/CNT
substrates has previously been conducted by Ralphs et al. [30].

The conventional method to calculate thermal conductivity of a sample uses Fourier’s Law in the
following form:

\[
k = \frac{Qd_z}{\Delta T A_c}
\]  

where \(\Delta T\) is the temperature difference between the two faces of the sample, \(Q\) is the average heat
rate through both reference bars, \(d_z\) is the thickness of the medium, and \(A_c\) is the effective contact area
between the reference bars and the sample. The cross sectional area of the bottom reference bar (BRB)
is used as the effective contact area in the calculations in this study.

The temperature profile through the center line of both reference bars is assumed to be 1D linear
conduction, allowing heat fluxes and boundary temperatures to be calculated and extrapolated, respec-
tively, by means of a least squares regression of the temperature data points of each reference bar. The slope of the BRB regression is used to calculate the heat leaving the systems. The average of these slopes can be used in the following equation to determine the thermal conductance of the sample:

$$ H = \frac{Q}{\Delta T} $$

where $Q$ is the average of the fitted regression slopes, $\Delta T$ is the temperature difference across the sample, and $H$ is the sample thermal conductance.

2. Materials and Method

Figure 1 shows the major steps in the experiment. All films were tested in this manner.

2.1. CNF Growth

The vertically aligned carbon nanofibers (VACNFs) were grown using Direct Current (DC) Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD). Throughout this DC-PECVD process, the substrate
serves as a cathode and the showerhead as an anode. The VACNF growth is performed in a mixture of acetylene and ammonia gas at several Torr total pressure. The growth process temperature is at 615-825°C. Two different growth regimes were run: slow and fast. The fast growth parameters are 3 amps, 100 sccm of NH₃, 58 sccm of C₂H₂, 10 torr, for 25 minutes. The slow growth parameters are 1 amp, 200 sccm of NH₃, 85 sccm of C₂H₂, 15 torr, for 70 minutes. The substrate is an Si wafer with a thin film of Ti and W (sputtered) to block the etching of the Si wafer so pure carbon fibers can be grown. The Ni (E-Beam evaporated) catalyst is deposited following a photo lithography exposure on a 10µm pitch.

Figure 2. SEM image of CNF/PDMS film.

2.2. CNF/PDMS Films

PDMS is then spun onto the Si+Ti+W substrate in which CNFs have been grown; varying the spin speed and time resulted in various film thicknesses. These thicknesses were chosen as close to the fiber height as possible to ensure that the fibers penetrated both faces of the film. This unobstructed pathway ensures a direct path for thermal energy to pass through the entire film as shown in Figure 2. All PDMS/CNF samples were cured at 95°C for 30 minutes. Figure 3 shows film thickness as a function of spin speed and spin time.
Figure 3. CNF film thickness (µm) with respect to spin speed and time.

Figure 4. IR image of the CNT film to demonstrate poor dispersion.
2.3. CNT/PDMS Films

CNT segments (Nanostructured and Amorphous Materials, Inc., 50-80 nm dia., 10-20 \( \mu \)m length, 95% purity) are randomly mixed with liquid PDMS then spun and cured onto a wafer together. No measures were taken to evenly disperse the CNTs within the polymer matrix before curing the films as seen in Figure 4. All PDMS/CNT samples were cured at 95°C for 30 minutes. Figure 5 shows how film thickness varies for differing spin speeds and spin times for the PDMS/CNT samples.

![Figure 5. CNT film thickness (\( \mu \)m) with respect to spin speed and time.](image)

2.4. Thermal Resistance Measurement

Films are removed from the substrate and tested for their thermal resistance in the stepped bar apparatus. 1D conduction is assumed to simplify calculations. This is justified by an FEA analysis of the ideal insulation conditions against the actual insulation as seen in Figure 6. To create this environment, the reference bars and the sample were heavily insulated on the transverse sides of the bars. The bars were nested in 1 in. outer diameter nylon foam cores and then wrapped in a 2 in. thick fiberglass insulation blanket for additional thermal insulation.

Upper and lower boundary conditions were held constant with heated/cooled copper blocks. The heat source is held at a constant 95°C with a resistance heater. The heat sink is held at 5°C with a circulating cooling bath. Temperature is measured at 16 locations along the center axis of both reference bars, 10 and 6 in the TRB and BRB by precision placed thermocouples, respectively. Data is recorded for fifteen minutes with an Omega 16-channel OMB-DAQ-2416 data acquisition system and ±0.001 K resolution Type-T thermocouples at a sample rate of 0.16 Hz for films enhanced with nanotubes.
and nanofibers, respectively. Equation 1 is then used to determine the film thermal resistance. This sample rate is chosen since the system is at steady state conditions and also to negate the effects of small perturbations in the temperature of the reference bars.

![Figure 6](image1.png)

**Figure 6.** FEA analysis of center line temperatures: ideal vs actual insulation.

The three curves fitted to the data are used to calculate \(\frac{dT}{dz}\). \(Q\), related to the slope of the fitted linear curves, is averaged and used in Equation 2.

![Figure 7](image2.png)

**Figure 7.** Film Thicknesses vs Measured Conductance.
3. Results

As shown in Figure 7, the measured thermal conductance of films enhanced with randomly oriented CNTs ranged from 1.50 to 4.76 kW/m²K between thickness of 30 to 81 µm. Likewise, the aligned CNF enhanced films thermal conductances ranged from 2.00 to 6.66 kW/m²K over thicknesses of 40 to 60 µm. A decreasing thermal conductance is observed with increasing thickness since a conductance is inversely proportional to the film thickness. The linear decrease in thermal conductance with increasing film thickness suggests a near constant thermal conductivity for each the CNT and CNF films.

4. Discussion

Although the films exhibited small thermal resistances they did not entirely remove the thermal contact resistance from the stepped-bar apparatus. The thermal conductances plotted in Figure 7 show the combined total of thermal and contact resistances of the films measured by the apparatus. By testing various thicknesses, the observed contact resistance is considered negligible because the associated uncertainties bounded the graph’s origin.

Figure 8 shows thermal conductance as a function of carbon density. Only a minor dependence was observed in the CNT films whereas the CNF films conductances relied heavily on CNF density. Thermal conductance of pure PDMS thin films was observed to be 2.32 kW/m²K at a thickness of 70 µm.

Uncertainty in the tests is measured using the Kline-McClintock formula. Uncertainty from the thermal resistance measurement, \( u_R \), is calculated using the same technique as seen in [15]. Each measurement’s total uncertainty is calculated in the equation below:

\[
 u_{Total} = \sqrt{u_K^2 + u_{stat}^2 + u_{design}^2}
\]

where \( U_K \) is the uncertainty from the thin film’s thermal resistance measurement as seen in [15], \( u_{stat} \) is the uncertainty from the variation between individual experiments, and \( u_{design} \) is the total design...
stage uncertainty from the load cell and DAQ.

Uncertainties arising from the resolution of the camera used to find the sample’s thickness are accounted for in $u_K$.

The variance in the results of samples with the same carbon density are mainly due to the amount of independent variables within the experiment. Parameters such as actual force applied and interface temperatures varied slightly between all experiments which contributed a small amount of uncertainty in the final results.

Using a 95% confidence interval, the average thermal conductance for CNT enhanced films is $3.16 \pm 0.177$ kW/m$^2$K and $3.54 \pm 0.327$ kW/m$^2$K for CNF enhanced films. Major sources of uncertainty result from the contact resistance between the film and the reference bars, and the DAQ’s 16-bit resolution.

5. Conclusion

This study shows that embedded CNTs and CNFs enhance the thermal conductivity of a polymer thin film therefore reducing the thermal resistance. It also shows that vertically aligned CNFs density had a greater impact on the films thermal conductance than the randomly oriented CNTs. The study shows that one can achieve better thermal conductance by using vertically aligned CNFs in place of randomly oriented CNTs in a polymer composite. Although no additional measures were used in this study to evenly disperse the CNTs before introducing them into the polymer, an improvement in thermal conductance is observed. CNF enhanced films demonstrate higher thermal conductances than CNT enhanced films in thicknesses less than 60 $\mu$m.
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